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Pyramid Texts 2323BC







What’s Happening in 
the Pyramid Texts? 



Mainstream Egyptology

• The Pyramid texts are “magic spells” to protect the mummy 

• these texts are referred to as “utterances” 

• They contain myths and we should be able to find the “myths” 
within these texts 

• How can we interrogate this statement? 



Say the words: 
The penis of the great soul  
Opens the doors to the sky  
The doors seal again  
The gate to the path over the fire 
Beneath the holy ones as they grow dark  
As the falcon flies, as the falcon flies 
May Unis rise into this fire 
Beneath the holy ones as they grow dark 
They make a path for Unis  
Unis takes the path  
Unis becomes the falcon star, Sirius 
- Morrow, page 28 (my underlining)



-Garry Shaw The Egyptian Myths, p188

Babi was an aggressive baboon…his phallus served as the 
door bolt of the sky, allowing it to be opened and closed, 

and also as the mast on the ferry boat to the Duat 
[Underworld].   

Also known as the “eldest son” of Osiris.







Unis’s Transformation

• Unis + sharp (triangle/falcon) + pi (mantric sound) = Sirius 

• Is this a formula as well as a visual/verbal depiction of the 
ritual that was meant to happen/is happening inside the walls 
of the pyramid? 

• “If the king becomes a star in the sky, and he also becomes his 
pyramid in the necropolis, then it must follow that the star is to 
be regarded his pyramid and vice versa.”- Robert Bauval, The 
Egypt Code



Osiris, Horus, Sirius

• Unis, begins as the dead Pharaoh, is identified with Osiris, the god 
of the underworld, who is also the corpse 

• Then he becomes Horus, possibly the son of Osiris 

• There are multiple Horus’s but Robert Bauval argues in the Egypt 
Code that the Horus here is the “Universal Lord,” Horus merged 
with Ra-Atum, the sun-creator god 

• Morrow: Horus is the falcon that rises and turns as it flies high in 
the sky 

• This is the soul/astral body of Unis rising



Sirius

• Robert Bauval: Sirius is the most important star in Egyptian 
Culture 

• the dawn rising of Sirius coincided with the beginning of the 
Nile’s inundation 

• the Egyptian calendar was tied to the dawn rising of Sirius 

• the Mother Goddess Isis was identified with Sirius



Morrow: the Power of Words

• “There is no story. Isis and Osiris are not characters. They are 
not personalities. They are words. As such they are what words 
are, they are concepts. Isis is the throne, the numinous ground 
of space itself. Osiris is the active principle within this radiant 
surround, this pervasive inevitability of disintegration and 
resurrection.  The active principle is the eye, the disembodied 
ordering intelligence of the universe, the paradox that is the 
mind of space, the mind of being as dissolution and 
manifestation, omniscient in the inevitability of its profound 
order, an order that spins everything predictably out to the last 
detail.” - Morrow, p36


